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12th Annual Equine Boosters of MSU

Horse Sale and Ranch Horse Competition

April 13-14, 2018
Ranch Horse Competition - Friday April 13th - 9:00AM

Preview - Saturday April 14th - 9:00AM

Horse Sale - Saturday April 14th - 1:00PM

20 young prospects started by the Colt Starting Class of MSU

Giving Young Horses and 
Horsemen a “Good Start”



12th Annual Equine Boosters of MSU 
Top of the West Horse Sale and Ranch Horse Competition

April 13-14th, 2018 

Copper Spring Ranch
Bozeman, Montana 

Ranch Horse Competition 
Friday, April 13th, 9:00AM

Sale 
Saturday April 14th, 1:00 PM

18 Young Prospects

Colts from the Colt Starting Class of MSU 

All horses are coggins tested and vet examined for physical 
soundness 

Sales Personnel 
Headwaters LIvestock, Three Forks, MT 

Auctioneer 
Garth Isbell, Isbell Auctions

Announcer 
Lane Nordland

Veterinary Services
All West Veterinary Hospital

Please make phone bidding arrangements prior to teh day 
of the sale by conacting Headwaters LIvestock and filling 

out a bidder sign-up sheet (406) 285 0502

Directions to Copper Spring

GPS: 601 S. Pine Butte Road from I-90 Take Exit 298 toward 
MT- 291/Belgrade/MT-85/W Yellowstone/Airport - Turn Let 
onto Amsterdam RD/MT-347. Take teh 1st Right onto Jack-
rabbit Lane/ MT - 85 S. (6.6 miles) Turn Right onto Norris 
RD/MT-84. (3 miles) Turn Left onto S Pine Butte Rd - signs 
from MT 191 (South - West Yelolowstone) Turn Left onto S. 
Pine Butte Rd. - Follow signs from MT 84 (West-Norris) 26 
miles to mile marker 26- Turn Right onto S Pine Butte Rd. 

Follow sings from MT 84. 

Contact us for further information on our 2018 Sale Horses! 

        Reata Brannaman Diana Bailey 
        (307)752 7987       (406) 570 4101                                

reatabrannaman@gmail.com    dianab@mfbf.org
 

Welcome to the 12th Annual Equine Boosters of MSU 
Top of the West Horse Sale and Ranch Horse Competition 

Welcome to the 12th Annual Top of the West Horse Sale 
hosted by Copper Spring Ranch, in Bozeman, MT. On April 

14th, you will have the opportunity to purchase 20       
phenomenal young prospects that have been started by the 
Colt Starting Prograom of MSU as well as consigned to the 

sale by donors of the MSU Equine Science Program. 

The MSU Colt Starting Class has been working diligently to 
prepare these youong horses for you ot purchase and go on 

with in the discipline of your choice. Thanks to our amazing 
donors that consistently donate colts to the program year 

after year, we are able to offer more horses for your choosing 
and to help you get the best horse  for your needs! 

We would like to thank all of the Colt Starting Students, the 
horse community, the sale consignors, the buysers and 
Copper Spring Ranch for their outstanding facility and 

support for the past 12 years. We look forward to many more 
years in the saddle!

Thak you and Happy Bidding! 

Index of Horses

1 Lefty  OSR SMOOTH PLAYBOY
2 Profit  PROFIT COUNTY
3 Bonnie   FIRECRACKER FUELED
4 Dragon SEEKIN GOLD N HAY
5 Chump  CHUMLEY BLACKBURN
6 Duck  DUCK
7 Spark  GIRL IS ON FIRE
8 Queenie DANDY LADY BLACKBURN 
9 Pancho OSR IBA HOTCAT 
10 Blue  SPANISH PEPTO PEPPY
11 Petey  DOCS SPECIAL PISTOL
12 Honey  SHEILCUT EM 
13 Big Tex FQHR PINE EYE
14 Talladega TALLADEGA CADILLAC
15 Half Pint TWICE SHINEY
16 Shady  SHADY 
17 Clyde  DOCS QUIX CASH US 
18 Pie  OBSESSIVE GUNNER



  
    The Top of the West Horse Sale will be streamed live at www.equineboostersofmsu.com
    If you are interested in bidding by phone, register before the sale as a buyer. 
    The form to sign up will be posted on the website, or you can contact: 
    Headwaters Livestock at: 1-877-9172697, 406-285-0502 or email info@headwaterslivestock.com
    Give them your phoen number and which horse(s) you wish to bid on and the auction staff will attempt to
    reach you right before the horse(s) are being auctioned. 
    For horse transportation needs, contact Tanner Huff with Triple H RanchTransport LLC. (585) 519 - 1327

Horse Sale Terms and Conditions

1.  The highest bidder is the buyer.. Any dispute between two or 
more bidders, sole authority to settle the dispute as he sees fit 
is reserved by the auctioneer, including teh right ot reject a or 
all bids. 

2. Terms of the sale are cash, bankable check or approved credit 
card. 

3. When a horse is sold, title shall pass to the buyer
4. Horses are offered for sale according to the laws of the State of 

Montana, and teh right to bid is reserved for all sellers in this 
sale. 

5. Horses are at the buyers expense and risk and responsibility 
from the time of the purchase, but no delivery will be made 
until the final settlement has been made. 

6. All Colts have passed a basic soundness exam performed by 
All West Veterinary Hospital prior to sale. There is no guar-
antee of any kind as to the soundness or condition or other 
quality of the horse sold in this sale. 

7. The sale management, auctioneers, and teh employees act as 
agents for the sellers, but assume no liability for either buyer 
or sellers. Any representations made by the sale management 
are made on behalf of the seller. 

8. Every effort has been made to ensure correctness of the 
catalog. However, sales management, printor and auctioneer 
assume no responsibility for errors or omissions. 

9. Checks should be made payable to: Headwaters Livestock
10. Sellers have the right to bid. The auctioneer may protect the 

seller.
11. Any perosn attending this auction does so at his/her own risk 

and no liability, duty, obligation, and/or responsiblilty shall be 
imposed upon the Equine Boosters of MSU, Isbell Auctions, 
Headwaters Livestock, Copper Spring Ranch, Montana State 
University or any of their agents, for any accident, injury, 
mishap, theft, damage and or any other harm, regardless of 
tehsource or imposition. 

12. Settlement Procedures: 
•  Sale Ticket: at the conclusion of the bidding on each lot, the 

successful bidder will immediately complete the sale ticket 
presented by the clerk. 

• Payment of Account: Not later than 1 hour after conclusion of 
the sale, each buyer will make payment of the full purchase 
price. Payment will be made by United States Currency, cer-
tified check, money order, traveler’s check, personal check, or 
credit card. Canadian buyers must pay with US Currency or 
certified funds. 

• order for delivery: After payment of the buyer’s account is 
made, buyer will receive an Order for Delivery whichwill 
permit the removal of the animal from the stables

Equine Boosters of MSU 
Providing Support for the Animal Science - Equine 

Science Program at Montana State University 

The purpose of this organization is to serve as a network that 
supports the needs of teh Equine Science education program at 

Montana State University. 

The Equine Boosters of MSU are organized exclusively for char-
itable, educational and scientific purposes to serve the interests 
of the equine science educational programs at Montana State 

University through support of equine classes, equine facilities and 
public awareness of equine classes, equine facilities and public 

awareness of equine educational opportunities at MSU by: 

1. Promoting the donation of horses                                                     
to the horse training classes at MSU. 

2. Raising fufnds to help enhance a stronger                                             
and well developed equine educational program. 

3. Foster public understanding of the                                         
equine  science program at MSU.

4. Support the development of equine facilities as necessary

Different Ways to Support the Equine Boosters of MSU
> Top of the West Horse Sale - The Boosters hold an annual horse 
sale including horses which have been donated to MSU Colt Start-
ing and Young Hose Development Classes by producers around the 
United States. Students in the MSU training courses have worked 
with these colts for 2 semesters. By purchasing a horse at the sale, you 
are supporting the Equine Boosters of MSU and teh Equine Science 
Program at Montana State University.

> Donate a Horse - Bob Hanson of Montana Horse Company. White 
Sulphur Springs originated the “Donate a Horse” program to build 
support for the MSU Equine Science program by giving students teh 
“hands on” opportunity to learn the science, economics and skills 
needed to train and market horses. Support the MSU Equine Science 
Program while promoting your business by donating a quality horse 
to the training courses, giving students the opportunity to develop 
these quality animals and place them in the top of the West Horse 
Sale. 

>Cash Donation - Anyone interested in supporting the Equine 
Boosters of MSU may also make monetary donations directly to the 
boosters of MSU may also make monetary donations directly to the 
boosters. An individual may make a monetary donation to assist in 
the purchase high quality horses for the colt starting program as well 
as other projects.



osr smooth playboy1

OSR SMOOTH PLAYBOY  May 18th, 2015  Sorrel AQHA Gelding  #5694918
Started by Sophia Schmidt Donated by Open Spear Ranch 

  OSR Smooth Playboy, also known as Lefty, is a 2015 sorrel gelding donated by Open 
  Spear Ranch. Lefty currently stands at 14.2 hands and is expected to keep growing. A
  big hip and kind eye with classic sorrel coloring makes Lefty a true piece of eye-candy 
  with loads of potential. Lefty has a friendly disposition making him easy to catch from
  the pasture, groom, saddle, bridle, and pick his feet. He has been exposed to ropes, 
  flags, tarps, cattle, arena riding, outdoor riding and much more. Lefty’s gaits are 
  smooth as can be, with easy transitions, impeccable stops, and an unparalleled 
 desire to please his rider. He has the athleticism to be taken in any direction and an 
 agreeable mindset to be the new ranch favorite. Lefty is the full package with heart, 
 mind, and the bloodlines making him a must-have horse.

SMOOTH AS A CAT

ABSOLUTELY STUNNING

DOCS HICKORY

SAMANTHA PLAYGIRL

SMOOTHE BYE DESIGN

HR HICKORY PLAYGIRL
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HIGH BROW CAT
SHES PRETTY SMOOTH 

SMART LITTLE LENA
AUTUMN BOON

DOC BAR
MISS CHICKASHA

FRECKLES PLAYBOY
MISS SANA DOC



profit county 2

PROFIT COUNTY May 5th, 2015  Bay AQHA Gelding  #5666950
Started by Kasee Lawson    Donated by Marilyn Woods

  What a power house! Profit is thick boned, strong, and agile. He stands around 15. 1 
  hands. Good with ropes, tarps, trailering and wants to have a job to do. He is always 
  willing to tackle new tasks and trusts his rider. Profit’s personality is one of the best. 
  He is easy to catch, stands still when saddling, and doesn’t shy away or spook easily. 
  Don’t miss out on this great opportunity to own such a great gelding!

PROFIT INCREASE

PRETTY CACHET

COOK N OAK

SHOWDOWN DIXZEE CHIC

PROFIT POWER

COOKI TERA OAK
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FIRST DOWN DASH
ZEVIS DOLL

PRETTY CLASSY ZIP
MISS NANCY CAN

COOKE COUNTY ETC
CLEOS EASTER OAK

SHOWDOWN ZEE
MS THREE TIMESA LADY



firecracker fueled3

FIRECRACKER FUELED July 4th, 2015  Palomino AQHA mare # 5807192 
Started by Kayla Ballweg Donated by Lynn Hirschy

  Firecracker Fueled, aka “Bonnie” is a coming 3 year old mare, by Fuel on Credit, who 
  is a son of Oklahoma Fuel. She has a great disposition, is as soft as they come, and 
  always willing to please. Bonnie currently stands at 14.2hh, and growing. She is con
  fident on her own and in groups. Her spunky personality is great when working with 
  cows! She has a beautiful golden coat, mane and tail, and one hind white sock. Bonnie 
  is very smart and picks up on things quickly, which will make her a perfect partner in 
  whatever direction you want to take her!

JET FUEL
YELLOW HANKIE 

BUGGED CREDIT CARD
BOTTA BARS

BEATLE WIN
LAUGHING LANITA 

YELLOW BAR PAL
I’MA BEASLEY TWO

OKLAHOMA FUEL

LUCKY SISSY BUG

LAUGHING BEATLE

BEASLEYS SEA BAR

FUEL ON CREDIT

LAUGHING BEASLEY
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seekin gold n hay 4

SEEKIN GOLD N HAY May 18th, 2012  Buckskin AQHA Gelding  #5477429 
Started by Eden Manuel & Annah Burt Donated by Amy Prechter

  Don’t let the name scare you, SEEKIN GOLD N HAY, aka “Dragon” is as honest and 
  hard working as they come. Take this boy into the hills, pack out your elk or deer,
  enter an endurance race, you name it; he has got you covered. With lots of height and
  thick bones, this gelding is made to pack a saddle. He would make an excellent ranch, 
  or all around horse. Plus who doesn’t love a buttermilk buckskin! He has been exposed 
  to ropes and roping, being ridden with a flag and handled with a tarp. His disposition
  is more closely related to a golden retriever than a horse. He is one of the first to greet 
  you at the gate, and loves nothing more than to be rubbed on. Don’t miss out on the 
  chance to own this absolutely amazing gelding.

SAVANNAH JR
SAMPSON BAR GILL

CAPTAIN ECHOLS BAR
GOLD FUN 

PC FRENCHMANS HAYDAY

ROSE PATCH

SAVANNAH GILL

GOLDEN HONEY SEEKER

MP HAYPATCH TIGER

SEEKIN FOLLY N HONEY
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SUN FROST
CASEYS CHARM 

LAY A PATCH
QUEEN PEPPY BAR



chumley blackburn5

CHUMLEY BLACKBURN  May 27th, 2015  Bay AQHA Gelding  #5721566 
Started by Carly Ruggles Donated by Marilyn Woods 

  Chumley Blackburn, affectionately known as “Chump”, is a stocky, young 2015 
  gelding who is one of the most social horses you will ever meet! Not only is he the 
  perfect remedy for a rough day with his comedic mannerisms, he makes quite the 
  impressive mount standing at about 15 hands and growing!    

REY DE PEPPY
POCO LENATA

DIAMONDS LIL PESO
KING WIMIP MS XPENS

MR BLACKBURN 41
SHEILCUT

EASTER 86 JAKPOT
SHEILCUT

LENATA DOC

SURE NUF KING

MR BLACKBURN CHAMP

JAKPOTS JANIE BERT

KING PEPPY DIAMOND

BONITA POCO CHAMP
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duck6

  DUCK
  March 23, 2014  GRADE CREMELLO MARE
  Started by Shantel Smith  Donated by Marilyn Woods

       
      GRADE

  Duck is a 2014 grade, cremello mare. Loaded with smarts and athleticism, Duck is 
  ready to go in any direction! She is confident at the walk, trot, lope, picks up both 
  leads, and is responsive to your seat and legs. Duck can go to work all day on the 
  ranch dragging calves, opening gates, roping, and moving cows. Standing at 15HH, 
  Duck is a great prospect for both the arena and the ranch. Duck has a rocking chair 
  lope and is extremely athletic. With her unique coloring, she is sure to get you noticed 
  in any discipline!
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girl is on fire 7

GIRL IS ON FIRE May 1st, 2013  Black AQHA Mare  #5551954 
Started by Lili Mayhook Donated by Froelich Quarter Horses 

  “Spark” is as smart as she is beautiful with a sweet personality to match! She is 
  physically mature and stout. Spark will trot all day happily; this girl does not quit! 
  There is no doubt she will turn heads wherever she goes! 

MCKEAG
MS STARVILLE 

DOC CASBAR
MISS BECACO ACE

THE FLYING SAINT
SPUTNIKS BLUE GIRL 

THE FLYING SAINT
COUNTRY MADAM

BLUE STAR MCKEAG
MS BECACO ACEFIRST

LJSR AXEL
LJSR CITY GIRL

BLUE STARS FIRE

CHARLIES CITY GIRL
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Dandy lady blackburn 8

DANDY LADY BLACKBURN May 18th, 2015  Gray AQHA Mare  #5726283 
Started by Kearsten Friedrich Donated by Marilyn Woods 

Dandy Lady Blackburn aka “Queenie” has a colorful presence that is sure to wow any 
onlooker. Her easygoing demeanor makes her a dream to ride. Her smooth and agile 
movements show her potential for the athletic arena. Working on the ranch or going 
to the show pen, she will get the job done. Her balanced conformation sets her up for 
future refined maneuvers. She is quick to learn and a joy to work with on the ground or 
under saddle. She stands about 14.3 hh at 3 years old with room to grow. Don’t miss an 
amazing opportunity to own this fun filly! 

SANDY ANDY CODY
SHADOWS SALLY

BLACKBURNS PLAYBOY
JACKS KATY THOMAS

BLACKBURNS PLAYBOY

FANCY QUEEN BAR

YELLOW BEAR KING

PIGEON CREEK KATY

PIGEON CREEK FANCY

PIGEON CREEK CANDI
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MR BLACKBURN CHAMP
PRETTY LADY BILLIE

ROAN BAR DANDY 
HOW D MISS QUEEN 



osr iba hotcat9

  OSR IBA HOT CAT  April 5th, 2015  Chestnut AQHA Gelding #5694920
    Started by Brieanna Smelser                    Donated by Open Spear Ranch 

  This 2015 sorrel gelding has the mind to do it all. Pancho is responsive, soft to ride 
  and is always aware of his surroundings. He will work his way into your heart with his 
  kind demeanor, soft eye, and great mind. He won’t miss a single step with his big trot 
  that can cover miles, but he would rather do a job working calves and standing with a 
  calf at the end of the rope all day. With names like High Brow Cat and Smart Little 
  Lena on his papers, this marvelous gelding can do any job you want, and if there is a
  purpose, even better! While this horse does need an experienced rider, once he is 
  confident in you, he will put everything he has into his job.

HIGH BROW CAT
SHES PRETTY SMOOTH

SMART LITTLE LENA
AUTUMN BOON

BOOMERNIC
KIMS MAJOR LADY

FRECKLES FANCY TWIST 
SOME KINDA HEADACRE

SMOOTH AS A CAT

ABSOLUTELY STUNNING

MAJOR BOOM

HEADACRES FANCY

SMOOTHE BYE DESIGN

OSR FANCY TWIST
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Spanish pepto peppy 10

     SPANISH PEPTO PEPPY July 28th, 2015           Brown AQHA Mare #5724557 
Started by Charlotte Leyden                  Donated by Marilyn Woods

Baby’s got blue in her eyes like a deep blue sea! Spanish Pepto Peppy, AKA “Blue,” is 
a 2015 bay mare, standing at 14.1hh. Blue is a Peptoboonsmal granddaughter on the 
sire side, and goes back to Doc Quixote, Lenata Doc, and plenty of foundation quar-
ter horses. Blue is a mild-mannered mare and shows prime athletic movement for a 
future as a cutting, ranch, or even dressage horse. She is laterally inclined, stops big, 
learns quick, and her floaty movements ensure a smooth and pleasurable ride. Blue 

is a joy to be around and has proven to have a steady mind and good work ethic.                             
Take this mareto the show ring or the ranch, not much phases her!

CLARKS POCO DOC
JUNO HODDY

LENATA DOC 
MISS MANDA LEONA

PEPTOBOONSMAL

OTRO MUNDO

POCO HODDY DOC

LEONA LENATA PEPPY

CGOS PEPTO QUIXOTE

LEONA POCO DOC
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PEPPY SAN BADGER
ROYAL BLUE BOON

DOC QUIXOTE
SUGAR BAR MARIE



docs special pistol11

     DOCS SPECIAL PISTOL April 7th, 2014                Gray AQHA Gelding  #5588299
      Started by Leah Lowe 
             Donated by Heidi McLoughlin for the Colt Starting Program
   

  
Docs Special Pistol, aka “Pete” stands at 14HH. He is a true gentleman, with excellent 
  ground manners and a willing attitude under saddle. He loads, stands for the farrier, 
  and will stand tied. Pete is sure to become a barn favorite with his gentle personality. 
  Whether in the sorting pen or tracking calves on a ranch, this gelding proves his 
  bloodlines with his cow sense and aims to please. He has been roped off of and spent 
  time tracking cows in the arena. Pete offers a smooth stride that you can ride all day. 
  His unique color will get you noticed no matter where you take him, but his demeanor
  will be what makes him your ride of choice

FRECKLES PLAYBOY
MISS SILVER PISTOL

PEPPY SAN BADGER
BERRY SPECIAL

PEPPY SAN BADGER
LENAS DYNAMITE

PEPPY SAN BADGER
FRECKLES KARI TOO

PLAYGUN

VERY SPECIAL PEPPY

DYNAMITE BADGER

INTENSIFIED RIDE

VERY SPECIAL PLAYGUN

A DYNAMITE RIDE
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Sheilcut em 12

       SHEILCUT EM May 19th, 2015                        Bay AQHA Mare   #5717049
              Started by Nicole Poyo                                     Donated by Marilyn Woods

  Standing 14’2 this fancy little 2015 mare is smooth and cowy! “Honey” is not only 
  one of the sweetest little horses, but she is as athletic as they come! She is a really nice 
  mare with a ton of athletic potential to be a true prospect for the arena as well as a 
  ranch horse.

MR BLACKBURN CHAMP
JAKPOTS JANIE BERT

MR BLACKBURN CHAMP
TOM THUMBS MISS

MR BLACKBURN CHAMP

LEONA LENATA PEPPY

MR HOLLYWOOD CHAMP

JAMEEN BLACKBURN

PRETTY BOY SHOEMAKER

SHEILOOK HOLLYWOOD
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MR BLACKBURN 41
SHEILCUT

LENATA DOC
MISS MANDA LEONA



Notes



Montana Made, 
Hand Crafted, Custom Hats

for Over Forty Years

2205 First Ave. North, Billings, MT 59101   800.346.9815   www.randhats.com
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One quality custom hat 
made to your specifications! 



FQHR PINE EYE13

   FQHR PINE EYE 
March 23, 2015                                               Bay AQHA Gelding  #5680238
Started by Fiona Mott   Donated by Froelich Quarter Horses 

  FQHR Pine Eye, A.K.A. “Big Tex,” descends from Two Eyed Jack, an AQHA Hall of 
  Famer. Big Tex has long legs that offer a full, smooth stride, and his athleticism offers 
  speed and agility. Big Tex is kind hearted and willing to do what is asked of him. He 
  hails from Froelich Ranches in North Dakota, and has strong ranch-horse breeding. 
  Big Tex is very responsive to leg pressure and is light on the mouth. He is loyal, yet 
  still approachable by strangers. He is on the road to making a very nice ranch horse, 
  show horse, or whatever is desired of him.

TWO ID BARTENDER
WATCHJO PEGGY

TWO EYED RED BUCK
MY RED LADY JO

MCKEAG
MS STARVILLE

KROGS PAPDAHLEO
SNIFFLES BAR LADY

ID WATCH

SONOITA TWO EYED

BLUE STAR MCKEAG

SNIFF N PINE

ID WATCH TWO EYE

FQHR PINE BLUES
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Talladega cadillac 14

TALLADEGA CADILLAC May 3rd, 2014  Sorrel AQHA Mare  #5642928 
Started by Eden Manuel Donated by  Kelly Reynolds 

  Talladega Cadillac aka, “Talladega”, is a 2014 AQHA mare. Descending from Frenchman’s Guy (progeny
  earnings of over $11 million). This girl is built for speed and athleticism. She currently stands at 15.2 
  hands and is stocky enough for any discipline. She possesses one of the quietest demeanors and is light 
  and responsive enough to go do a job with a willing attitude. Her smooth stride would make her 
  compatible with many riders, she has a great foundation in basic all-around skills such as her leads,  
  being around ropes and flags, riding outside, and arena movements. Loaded with chrome, Talladega 
  has three tall white socks, a big white blaze, and a flaxen orange mane; these attributes will assure you
  get noticed in the show ring or out and about on the trail. With seven months of consistent riding this
  fancy gal is an exceptional prospect and, is ready to be taken in any direction. Whether it be the perfor
  mance ring, the branding pen, or your next family horse. Talladega is the quietest, easy to get along  
  with, elegant mare, who would make a great addition to anyone’s barn.
 

LEO HANCOCK HAYES
FINEST CHAMPAGNE

TOO HOT LYNX
OH JOES CRICKET

ROMEO WHITE FEATHERS

FRENCHMANS CADILLAC

JN FINE VALENTINE

OH JOE TWICE

ROMEOS CADILLAC

TWICE FANCE
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FRENCHMANS GUY
TIME FOR SHARNI

FRENCHMANS GUY
TAUBY CAT



twice shiney15

TWICE SHINEY May 15th, 2015  Palomino AQHA Gelding  #5717261 
Started by Jackie Williams Donated by Kelly Reynolds

  Half Pint is a 2015 palomino gelding. At only 3 years old, he has a very gentle person
  ality and always aims to please. Full of intelligence and athleticism, Half Pint is ready 
  for any job you give him. He is a very smooth mover, picks up both leads with ease 
  and moves off a feel. This gelding is willing to do as much as you ask and is able
  to drag logs, move cows, open gates, and has a huge stop in addition to a great start on
  his rollbacks. Don’t miss out on this amazing gelding!

GENUINE DOC
DIAMONDS SPARKLE

NU CASH
LIL MISS SMARTY CHEX

OH JOE LYNX
THE RED HOT CANDY

OH JOE LYNX
TRI SAILS

SHINING SPARK

ANNIES NU LENA

TOO HOT LYNX

OH JOES CRICKET

NU N SHINEY

OH JOE TWICE
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Sugar leos music 16

SUGAR LEOS MUSIC March 23, 2015  Red Dun AQHA Mare  AQHA ID# 5661194
Started by Christine Gluch Donated by Mark and Barb Harrington 

  “Shady” is a stunning five year old dun mare who has some top bloodlines on her 
  papers, including the great Sugar Bars. She is always waiting at the gate, willing to put 
  in her full effort, and always tries hard to please. Shady has a gentle disposition, a kind
   eye, and is always wanting to learn. With such a smart mind and great attitude, this 
  mare will take you on the trail or around a ranch with no problem and would make a
  fantastic addition to your herd.
 

SONNY SUGAR 
ANNA SAN 

SHUGAR CHARGE
MUSICS DIVIDEND

SHUGAR CAT

BINGOS DOC DIAMOND

SONNY PEP SAN 

MUSICS WHISPER

SUGAR CATTIN LEO

WHISPER ANNA
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SUGAR BARS 
WILLACAT 

LEO BINGODAWES
 IMA DOC DIAMOND



docs quix cash us17

DOCS QUIX CASH US     June 17th, 2015  Sorrel AQHA Gelding  #5709058
Started by Lili Mayhook Donated by Lynn Hirschy

  Clyde is a beautiful gelding with a lot of heart. Clyde is independent, confident and 
  quiet enough ot make a perfect trail gelding but athletic enough to be a prime ranch 
  horse. He has a lot of natural self carriage and is very willing to do whatever job you 
  put in front of him. 

COLONEL FRECKLES
NU RENDITION

IMA COUGAR
MUSIC AND RHYTHM

DOC QUIXOTE
CUTTER’S BEGGAR

LITTLE PEPPY THREE
TAG D LENA

NU CASH

NANCY MCLAIN

DOCS QUIX TRIX

PEPPY D LENA

CASH US MCLAIN

DOCS QUIX PEPPY
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obsessive gunner 18

  OBSESSIVE GUNNER     April 30th, 2015  Gray AQHA Mare  #5689285 
  Started by Kinsee Dodge & Brieanna Smelser 
  Donated by Running U Quarter Horses

  Obsessive Gunner, otherwise known as Pie, is a grey 2015 AQHA mare. Descending from  
  Playgun (progeny earnings of over $9 million), Pie is built for agility and athleticism. At only
  two she stands 15.1 hands. Pie has the size and build for any discipline, and will continue to 
  grow into that potential. Her size aids in having a powerful stride and she can travel out all 
  day. She is so smooth you can do it in total comfort! This mare is ready to go to work with a 
  positive attitude. She is very responsive to your body and hands; you can tell this horse looks 
  to please. She is not at all phased by things like flags or ropes. Pie has the potential to do any 
  job whether it be ranch work, gymkhana, jumping, showing or cow work. No matter where 
  you take her this flashy little mare is bound to be noticed.

CEE BOOGER RED
SNICKLEFRITZ HANCOCK

TAYLOR MADE SUNDANCE
BIG NEWS FLASH

PG SHOGUN

FOUR ROAN BABE

HANCOCK FOUR CEE

SHEA STAR

CONTINENTAL PLAYGUN

HANCOCKBLUEOBSESSION
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PLAYGUN
MISS SHO BUNNY

FOUR ROAN FLY
POCOS SQUAW BABE
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Kelly Reynolds, the youngest of eight siblings, was raised on a large ranch
next to the Reynolds family homestead near Rocky Point in northeast Wyoming.
Growing up in this lifestyle, hard work was a way of life encouraged by his father

who also taught Kelly and his siblings the value of a good horse. Much of their 
ranch work had to be done on horseback, so a lot of his knowledge of 

horses comes from many years of first hand experience.

After graduating from high school Kelly went to work in the oilfield 
industry, but never lost his love for horses. He began breaking 

and riding mares in order to build up a quality broodmare band. His hard 
work began to pay off when he selected the band and established Reynolds 

Quarter Horses in 1984. Since then he has raised some of the strongest, most 
athletic, and well-minded horses around. Kelly takes pride in watching his
horses become highly successful in the performance arena as well in ranch 

work and looks forward in offering more of them to the public.

Reynolds Quarter Horses
                                                               Gillette, Wyoming

MSU Colt Starting Class 2017-2018 Donor 



Heidi McLoughlin for the generous donation of funds 
for the purchase of

 “Petey” for the Colt Starting Class! 

Thank You
A Very Special



Cell 406-580-0100 • Office 406-285-0502

25 Wheatland Road • Three Forks, MT 59752 

info@headwaterslivestock.com 
 

www.headwaterslivestock.com

Jerry & Mary Olson 
Owners

Cattle Sales every Monday

Horse Sale as Announced

Special Feeder & Stock Cow 
Sales in season

Sheep Sales as Announced

Getting the best price 
for producers



105 All West Trail 

Bozeman, Montana 

Phone:  406.586.4919

allwestvet@gmail.com

Hospital Business Hours

Monday-Friday: 8am to 5:30pm

Saturday: 8am to 12pm

Sunday: Closed

24 hour EQUINE emergency service

        

  Proud Supporters of the Colt Starting Class at MSU

Veterinary Hospital 

lariats
& hondas

split reins &
roping reins
poly rope, yacht 

rope, braided 
parachute cord

"So Real They Fool the Experts"

The 
Buck Brannaman 

Collection 
introduces

“Since 1985”   •   Made In Montana, USA   •   406-582-0706 

 www.doublediamondhalters.com

“Often Imitated, Never Duplicated” •  Largest Selection of Colors & Sizes

largest manufacturer 
of rope horse halters

 
9 Styles • 11 Sizes • Over 60 Colors  

halters & 
lead ropes

horse heads

PRODUCTS INCLUDE:

ENDORSED & USED BY:

�   The Late Ray Hunt
�   Buck Brannaman

�  Mecates
�  Slobber Straps
�  Curb Straps
�  Lead Ropes
�  Roping Reins
�  Split Reins

�  Shuflies
�  Hondas
�  Fiadors
�  Horsemanship Flags
�  Aged Nylon Lariats

horsemanship flags

�   Sharon Camarillo
�   Mike Beers



Pursue a Bachelors degree in Animal Science

 with an emphasis in Equine Studies



Be sure to check out the 

MSU Colt Class Facebook Page as well as the 

"MSU Colt Starting Class" YouTube Page with 

all the sale videos of this year's colts! 

Also a huge thank you to all of our

 supporters and donors of 

the 2018 Colt Starting Class, 

none of it would be possible without you!


